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NOTE ON ORBIT SPACES

To Professor K. Shoda on his 60-th birthday

BY

MASAYOSHI NAGATA

Let V be an affine or projective variety with universal domain K and
let G be an algebraic linear group acting on V as a group of automor-
phisms of V. Let d be the maximum of the dimension of G-orbits on
V and let U be the set of points of V whose G-orbits are of dimension d.

Then one can ask whether or not the set of G-orbits on U forms
naturally an algebraic variety. Though the answer is not affirmative in
general, it is an important question to ask the nature of the set of G-
orbits on U. As one approach to this kind of problem, we observe the
following objects:

Let L be the function field of V (over K) and let LG be the field of
G-invariants in L. For each point P of V, we consider the locality of P,
which we shall denote by the same P, and we consider the ring Pf\LG,
which we shall denote by PG. PG is nothing but the ring of G-invariants
in P. Now we can ask the following questions :

QUESTION 1. Is PG a locality!

QUESTION 2. Does there exist an algebraic variety W such that the
set of localities of points of W coincides with the set [PG | P G U} ?

The answers to these questions are not affirmative in general.
The main purpose of the present paper is to give some results con-

cerning the above questions in rather special cases.
In § 1, we give some preliminaries. In § 2, we give some results in

the case where G is a torus group and V is affine. Though Question 1
is affirmative in this case, Question 2 is not affirmative in the case where
G is the multiplicative group of K. In § 3, we show that if V is a
non-singular affine variety and if every rational representation of G is
completely reducible, then Question 1 is affirmative. In § 4, we show
that if V is an affine variety whose coordinate ring R is a unique
factorization domain, if invertible elements of R are G-invariants and if
the radical of G is unipotent, then these 2 questions are affirmative,
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provided that the ring RG of G-invariants in R is finitely generated.
Then we give an important example to the theory of orbit spaces and
then we give an application of the result to the case of projective varie-
ties. In § 5, we show that Question 1 is not affirmative even if G is
simple, K is of characteristic zero and V is normal.

The notation stated at the beginning is maintained throughout this
paper. When V is an affine variety, R denotes the coordinate ring of
V over Ky and RG denotes the ring of G-invariants in R. mP (P 6 V)
denotes the maximal ideal of P.

1. Preliminaries.

We begin with a remark that Question 1 is not affirmative in general.
A counter example is readily obtained by our counter example to the
14-th problem of Hubert (see, for instance, [3]) by virtue of Theorem
4. 1 below. Note that in that example, V is non-singular (cf . Theorems
3. 4 and 5. 1).

Consider the case where V is an affine variety. Then G becomes a
group of automorphisms of R such that for each element a of Jf?, the
module 2 a8K *s a finite K-module.

If either G is a torus group (K being arbitrary) or K is of charac-
teristic zero and the radical of G is a torus group, then we know that
every rational representation of G is completely reducible. Therefore
we have the following result, whose proof can be found in our lecture
note [3].

Lemma 1. 1. With the assumption made above, and denoting by F(P)
the closure of the G-orbίt of P G V9 (1) RG is finitely generated over K, (2)
the relation ~, defined by that P~(? // and only if F(P)f\F(Q)φempty,
is an equivalence relation, and (3) (/?G)m ~ # = A QG - In particular, (4)mpi \κβ Q62r(P)

// QGF(P) is such that G-orbit of Q is closed, then QG =
Furthermore, (5) P~Q if and only if (Rc

2. Torus groups.

Theorem 2. 1. Assume that V is an affine variety and that G is a
torus group. Then PG is a locality for any P G V. Let W be a G-admis-
sible (irreducible] subvariety of V which carries P and let P/ be the locality
of P on W. Then the ring PG of G-invariants in Pf is the natural
homomorphic image of PG.

Proof. Let φ be the natural homomorphism from P onto P'.
Assume that Φ(/'//) is in PG (/, f £R, /(P)φO). Consider the module
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M=Σf8K. This is generated by G-semi-invariants, say /I, •••,/*.
g£M

Since /(P)ΦO, there is at least one /,, say /; such that /1(P)φO.

/i=ΣX /* ' with 0*£# and ft€G. Set //^Σ^/^ Then we have
ί=l

Φ(/'//) = Φ(/ι//ι) Thus we may assume that / is G-semi-invariant:

fg = a(g)f (a(g)eK). Then φ(a(g)f'-f'g) = Q. Consider the module

Λf' = Σf'*K and its submodule M'Λφ-^O). By the complete reducibility
££<?

of rational representations, we see that there is a representative /" of
/' modulo M'ΛΦ'^O) such that f"* = a(g)f" for any £GG. Thus /"//
is G-invariant and Φ(/"//) = Φ(/'//) Since it is obvious that the homo-
morphic image of a G-invariant by φ is a G-invariant, we complete the
proof of the last half. Consider now the closed set F(P) given in
Lemma 1.1. Let Q be a point of F(P) such that G-orbit of Q is closed.
Note that Lemma 1.1, (2) implies that F(P) contains only one closed
G-orbit. If QGΦPG, then QG<^PG by Lemma 1.1, hence there is an
element /'// in PG which is not in QG. By the proof above, we may
assume that f(P) Φ 0 and that /, /' are semi-invariants. Then, consider-
ing the affine variety V— (closed set defined by /), we can omit Q. If
this process is repeated, then the dimension of G-orbit of new Q is
greater than that of previous Q, by virtue of the uniqueness of closed
orbit in F(P). Therefore, after a finite number of steps, we have the
case where QG = PG. QG is a locality by Lemma 1.1, and therefore PG

is a locality. Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.

With the same V as before, assume now that G is a torus group
of dimension 1, i.e., there is an isomorphism a from G onto the mul-
tiplicative group of K. Then R is generated by G-semi-invariants, say
/!, ••-,/„. Each /,- defines a character ag of G in such a way that
ff = ̂ i(s)fi These 0f are powers of a.

Theorem 2. 2. // all the a{ are powers of a with non-negative exponent,
then the set {PG \ P G U} is the set of localities of a quasiprojective variety.
Furthermore , for PeU, the correspondence {P8\g£G}-*PG is one to one.

Proof. Let α be the ideal of R generated by all G-semi-invariants
which are not G-invariants. Then every element of R/a is G-invariant.
This shows that if Q is a point of the closed set F defined by α, then
Q is G-invariant. Let hί9 ••• , hr be a basis for α such that hg

ί=ani(g)hi

with positive nf. Let b be the ideal for the closed set V—U. Then b
is generated by G-semi-invariants. Since Fζ^V—U, we see that αb
defines V— U. Thus there are a finite number of G-semi-invariants
kl9 ••• ,ks in R such that (1) k^a^g)^ for any g£G with f f>0 and (2)
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the ideal Σ kβ defines V— U. Then, each kf may be replaced by its
power (of positive exponent) without losing these two properties. There-
fore we may assume that all tf are the same, which we shall denote by t.
Now, if &Z (P)ΦO, then the G-orbit of P is a closed set in the affine
veriety defined by R\_k^~}y whence PG is a ring of quotients of the ring
R£ of G-invariants in ΛC&71] by Lemma 1.1. Thus the set of PG (Pe U)
is the set of localities of dimension zero which are rings of quotients
of some Rf. Let k{j C/ = l, ••• , w, ) be elements which generate R£ over
K, and we take a natural number v such that &iy = Jfe i yAJ el? for all i,j.
We now consider the projective variety W defined by homogeneous co-
ordinates (kι, ••• , kg, k'u, ••• , &(MI, &2i, ••• , feί«5). Then the affine ring of
W— (the closed set defined by £J = 0) is obviously J?z. Thus there is an
open subset W of W such that {PG PeU} is the set of localities of
points of W. Now we have only to prove that the correspondence
{P8 g£G}-*PG is one to one. Assume that ί/9 Q £ {P8 \ g G G}. If
F(P)f\F(Q) is empty, then Lemma 1.1 shows that PGΦQG. So we
assume that F(P)f\F(Q) is not empty. The ideal tp for F(P) is generated
by G-semi-invariants. Then considering αtp, we see that there are a
finite number of G-semi-invariants m19 ••• ,mw such that (1) ml = ati(g)mi

with ί{>0 and (2) every point of the closed set defined by Σ mfJ? *s

either a G-invariant point or a point in F(P). Since Q is in U and is
not in F(P), we have τ%(Q)φO for some /, say 1. Take a linear com-
bination kf of & ί so that k'(P), k'(Q) are different from zero. Then
f=m{lkf is G-invariant, and is regular at P and Q. Furthermore /(P) = 0
and /(Q)ΦO. Therefore PGΦQG. Thus we complete the proof of
Theorem 2. 2.

Corollary 2. 3. Assume that V1, , Vn are affine varieties and assume
that GI are torus groups of dimension 1 acting on V f . If the operation of
GI on Vi satisfies the condition in Theorem 2.2, then, for V=V1x x Vn

and G = G1x- xGn, we have the same conclusion as in Theorem 2.2.
Here we give a remark that the assumption in Theorem 2.2 is

important. Namely, (i) if we do not assume the non-negativity of ex-
ponents of characters, then such a quasi-projective variety (or an abstract
variety) as W above may not exist (see Example 2.4 below), and even
if such W exists, the correspondence {P8 \ g 6 G} -> PG may not be one
to one (see Example 2. 5 below) and (ii) if G is a torus group of dimen-
sion greater than 1, then the non-negativity of exponents is not sufficient
(see Examples 2. 6 and 2. 7 below).

EXAMPLE 2. 4. Consider the affine 3-space defined by R=K[x19 x2, ατ3].
Let G be the set of matrices
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with t£K, ίφO. Consider P=(ayb,ΰ) with αφO and Q = (0,0,c) with
£ΦO. Then P, Q are in {7. PG is a ring of quotients of the ring R^ of
G-invariants in PD^Γ1] by Lemma 1. 1. Rl is obviously K^x^^ x2x^ xjxj^.
Similary, QG is a ring of quotients of K^x^x^ x2x^\. Therefore we see
easily that QG is strictly contained in PG.

EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the affine plane V defined by R = K\_x,y\

and let G be the set of (*Q ®_ Λ (ί e/f, ί φO). Then obviously LG = K(xy).

Each curve xy=a (a£K) is a G-orbit for <zφO. Then curve jry=0
consists of three orbits, which are {(0, £)|£ΦO}, {(a, 0)|0ΦO} and {(0,0)}.
If P is on one of these orbits, then PG dominates K[xy^xy^ which is a
valuation ring, hence PG =

EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the affine 4-space defined by R=K{_xlyx29

t:4 and let G be the set of matrices

if 0 0 0

0 u 0 0

0 0 tu 0

0 0 0 Pit

with ί, ueK, tuφQ. V—U is the set of points such that 3 of the
coordinates are zero, hence is defined by Σ xsXjR. If xsxj is different

»->y
from zero at P, then PG is a ring of quotients of the ring Rtj of G-

invariants in R[_x7l> ^Γ1]- But R14 = K[_XιX2/x4, ^Λ/^J, /?23 = -K"[^ι^2/^3>
^Λ/^sD an(i we see ^at the set of all PG (PeU) is not the set of
localities of points of any abstract variety.

EXAMPLE 2. 7. If we consider the restriction of above G on the three
space V defined by R=K\_xl, x2, x3~], then we see easily the set of
PG (P G U) is the set of localities of points of the projective variety
defined by (xλx2y x^). But, P=(0, 1, 1) and Q = (1,0,1) belongs distinct
orbits of dimension 2 and PG = QG.

We give some remarks.

REMARK 2.8. If G is a torus group, then {PG\P^U} is the set of
localities of points of a finite number of affine varieties of LG.

The proof is immediate.
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REMARK 2. 9. Let G be again a torus group and let V be an affine
variety. If, for a G-admissible open set U contained in C7, there are
semi-invariants /0, ••• ,/„ in R such that (1) characters of G given by fi

are all the same, and (2) the closed set defined by ^ fβ is V— U', then
there is an open set W of the projective variety defined by the homo-
geneous coordinates (/<,,••• ,/„) such that (i) the set of localities of points
of W is the set of {PG Pet/'} and (ii) the correspondence {P8\g£G}^PG

is one to one (for P G U').
For the proof, that of Theorem 2. 2 is adapted easily.

3. Non-singular case.

Lemma 3.1. Let P and Q be points on V which is assumed to be
normal. If PGCJIQG, then there exists a G-admissible divisorial closed set
W of V which carries Q but not P.

Proof. Let / be an element of PG which is not in QG. Then the
pole of / is the required set.

REMARK 3. 2. The converse of Lemma 3.1 is not true in general.
For instance, in Example 2.5 in §2, the line y = Q is G-admissible and
carries Q but does not carry P, though PG=QG.

It is known that

Lemma 3.3. // V is a non-singular affine variety and if W is a
divisorial closed set of V, then V— W is an affine variety.

For the proof, we refer to [1] and [2].
Now we have

Theorem 3.4. // V is a non-singular affine variety and if every
rational representation of G is completely reducible, then PG is a locality
for any P G V.

Proof. Let Q be a point of the closed set F(P) (defined in Lemma
1.1) such that its G-orbit is closed. Then QGCPG. If QGΦPG, then
there is a G-admissible divisorial closed set W of V which carries Q but
not P by Lemma 3.1. V— W is affine by Lemma 3.3, whence we may
omit such Q by the same reason as we gave in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Thus we have the case PG = QG, which is a locality by Lemma 1.1.

4. Semi-simple groups.

Let V be an affine variety as before.

Theorem 4.1. // R is a unique factorization domain such that every
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ίnvertible element is G-invariant and if the radical of G is unipotent, then
(1) LG is the field of quotients of PG, (2) PG = (RG)(mpΓ^R^ and (3) if
furthermore G is connected then RG is a unique factorization domain.

Proof. The general case follows easily from the case where G is
connected. Therefore we assume that G is connected. Then we see that

(*) every rational representation of G into the multiplicative group
of a field containing K is trivial.

Let f If be an element of LG, where /, /' are elements of R which
have no common factor. Since (f'/f)g=f'/f=f/g/fg (g£G) and since
the number of prime factors of / is equal to that of /*, we see that
f* = agf with ageRG. Therefore (*) above shows that / is invariant13.
Thus /, f are in RG, and LG is the field of quotients of RG. If /'//eP,
then f ' / f = h ' / h with A(P)ΦO (A, A'eP). Since f ' / f is the reduced
expression of h'/h, we have /(P)ΦO, whence /V/^ (^c)(mp0^). Thus
CRG)/mpΓΛ£ N = PG. If f£Rc> then each prime factor o f / i n Pis invariant
because G is connected (and by virtue of (*) above), whence RG is a
unique factorization domain.

Corollary 4.2. // furthermore RG is finitely generated, hence in
particular if G is semi-simple and K is of characteristic zero, then the set
of PG (P G V) is the set of localities of the affine variety defined by RG.

One important remark to be added here is that:
Consider the case where G is semi-simple and K is characteristic

zero. Then each PG corresponds to the equivalence class of P given by
Lemma 1.1, hence it happens sometimes that infinitely many G-orbits
in U corresponds to one PG. Namely, there are many examples of an
affine variety F which carries a closed subset F of U such that (1) F is
the union of infinitely many G-orbits and (2) if a rational function
/ o n F is G-invariant and if / is regular at one point of F, then F
is regular at every point of F and the value of / on F is constant all
over F.

Existence of such an example is easily seen. But we shall give
such an example under more restriction, namely, we shall construct an
example as follows:

1) Since we are using elements of LG in this representation of G, we have to show that
this representation can be extended to a rational representation of an algebraic group over the
algebraic closure La of LG containing G. This can be shown as follows :

G acts on R = La0LGL(£R^ as a subgroup of GL(n, Z#) with a suitable n, hence the closure

G of G in GL(ny Ld) acts on R (cf. [3]). H={g\f8T.o=fL(j} is a closed subgroup of G (cf.

Since H contains G, we see that H=G. Thus fT,G is a representation module of G.
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The simple group G=SL(3, K) is acting of an affine space V, and
V contains G-admissible non-empty open subset Ur of U which satisfies
the following two conditions. (1) If P is a generic point of U' and if
0 is a point of U', then {P8\g£G} is uniquely specialized in U to
{Qg\g£G} over the specialization P^Q, namely the set of ((?, Q*)
(Q eU',g€ G) is closed in U x U'. (2) U contains a closed set F which
is the union of infinitely many (mutually distinct) G-orbits such that if
a rational function /on Vis G-invariant and is regular at one point of
F, then / is regular at every point of F and the value of / on F is
constant.

EXAMPLE 4. 3. Consider the space V of homogeneous forms of degree
5 in three variables x, y, z. Then F.is an affine space of dimension 21.
An element of G = GL(3, K) gives a linear transformation of the variables
x, yy z, and therefore it gives a linear transformation of the space V.

Let F1 be the smallest G-admissible set in V containing all of the
forms of the type /5(#, y)-\-zft(x, y) + az2x\ Here, fn(x,y) denotes an
arbitrary homogeneous form of degree n in x and y. Let F2 be the
smallest G-admissible set in V containing all of. the forms of the type
/5(#> y) + zxfz(Xy y) + z2x2fl(x, y). Let F3 be the set of all forms which have
linear factors. Then :

The complement U of F\j F3 is the required example, with F=F1f\U
/.

Let P be a generic point of V and let Q be a point of U. Let g
be a generic point of G = SL(3, K). Assume that (P, P*) -> (Q, Q') is a
specialization. Then the specialization is obtained as the specialization
given by a zero-dimensional valuation v of the function field K(P, g).
From now on for a while, we mean specialization only the one given
by v. Assume that g1, g2 € SL (3, K(g)) are specialized to non-singular
matrices gf, g}9 then Pgg*, Pgι are specialized to Q'g* and Q8* respectively.
There are such g19 g2 with additional condition that g\λgg2 is a diagonal
matrix. Therefore, considering P*1, Q** instead of P, Q, we assume that

f t , 0 0\
g is a diagonal matrix: £= 0 ί2 0 . Since geSL(3, K(g))> we have

\0 0 tj
t1t2t3 = ί. We set Ui = v(ti), whence u1 + u2-\-u3 = 0. If all the % are zero,
then g is specialized to a non-singular matrix, and therefore Q' is in
the orbit of Q. We consider the other case. We may assume that
Wi>w 2>M 3 . Let P- Σ aijkx

iyίzk and Q= Σ bijkx
lyjzk. Then P^ =

ί + y + ft=5 , + y - f Λ = 5

Σ aaιfijkXiyίzk with tijk = t{tίtl hence v(tiJk) = u1i-\-u2j + u3k. Therefore that
P^ has a finite specialization implies that if 6,-^φO, then v(tfjk)~>0. Set
Qx = Σ cίjkχiyjzh Then we see furthermore (i) if v(tijΊg)^>0 or if both
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bijk and v(tijk) are zero, then cijk = ΰ and (ii) if v(tijk)<^Q (hence bijk = G),
then by choice of the manner of approaching zero of αijk, cijk can be
arbitrarily given. Now we observe the situation in more detail.

(1) If u2 = Q, then u^=—ulί hence we see immediately that both Q
and Q' must be in F2. (2) Assume now that u2^>0. Then:

(i) If & = 0, then K ,̂)>0. (ii) If ι>l, jfe = l, then v(tiJk)>Q. (in)
For ί = 0, y = 4, k = l, the value 0(ff yA) is non-negative if and only if 3M2>«lβ

(iv) For i = 3, j = Q9 k = 2, the value u(f iyA) is non-negative if and only if
ul~>2uz. (v) For the other (i,j,k), the value v(tijk) is negative. There-
fore Q must be in F1 and Q' must be in F3. (3) the case u2<^0 is the
same as above (2) with opposite sign, and we see that Q must be in F3

and Q' must be in F lβ

Thus we have proved that if Q, Q' are in [/', (P, Pg) -> (Q, Q') being
a specialization, then (?' must be in the orbit of Q.

Assume now that Q=f3(x, y) + zf4(x, y) + αz*x*. Then by the same
specialization as above in the case where u^>_u^>§^>uz and 3u2^>u1^>2u2,
we see that (Q, Qg) -> (Q, 0) is a specialization. Thus, if Q is in F^, then
the closure of the orbit of Q contains the origin, hence in particular,
if Q1 and Q2 are in Fly then the closures of orbits of Q1 and Q2 meet.
Therefore, if / is a G-invariant rational function on V which is regular
at one point of F19 then / is regular at all points of F1 and the value
of / on Fλ is constant.

We shall show that F=F1f\U/ = F1-(F1f\(F2\JF3)) carries infinitely
many orbits. For each element of V, there corresponds uniquely a plane
curve of degree 5. If Q is in either F1 or F2, then the curve defined
by Q has a triple point, hence it has no more triple point unless it has
a line as a component, i.e., QGF 3 . Therefore we see that Q=fs(x,y)
+ zfι(xy y) + αz2x* (€7^) is not in F2\J F3 unless it satisfies one of the
following three conditions: (a) 0 = 0, (b) f4(x, y) is divisible by x, (c) Q
has a linear factor. Thus we see that F contains a non-empty open
subset of Fτ. The dimension of the set of forms of type fs(x, y) + zf4(x, y)
+ αz2x3 is 12, hence dim F^ 13. Since dimG = 8, each orbit in U has
dimension 8, whence there are infinitely many orbits in F. This com-
pletes the proof of our example.

REMARK 4. 4. In the above V, if we take a G-admissible open subset
C7" of C/such that U"f\F2 is not empty, then the set of (Q, Qg) (Q 6 [/",
g 6 G) is not closed in U" x [/", as is easily seen.

We now want to apply 4. 2 to the case of projective variety.

Theorem 4.5. Assume that V is a projective variety such that its
homogeneous coordinate ring R is a unique factorization domain. If G i$
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a semi-simple group acting on V such that whose operation can be lifted
to the operation on the representative cone V of V (not necessarily uniquely)
and if K is of characteristic zero, then the set of PG is the set of localities
of points of a quasi-protective variety.

Proof. The operation of G on V induces, by our assumption, an
operation of a group G on V so that G contains the multiplicative group
GO of K in its center such that α G G 0 transforms points (a09 ••• , an} of V
to (aa0, ••• ,aan) and G/G0 is isomorphic to G. Then G contains a semi-
simple group G1 such that G0G1 = G. The structure shows that LG is the
field of G-invariants in the function field L of V. Let L* be the field
of G-invariants in L. Then the set of PGί = Pf\L* (PeV) is the set
of localities of points of the affine variety defined by the ring RGl of
Gj-invariants in R. The operation of G0 on RGl satisfies the condition
in Theorem 2. 2, and we complete the proof.

REMARK 4. 6. Theorem 4.1 shows that under the assumption there,
the set of points Q of V which have the same QG contains generically
only one orbit of maximal dimension. But this does not imply that
orbits are generically closed as is easily seen by some examples.

5. Normal varieties.

The purpose of this section is to prove the following

Theorem 5.1. Even if G is a simple group, K is of characteristic
zero and V is normal, then ring PG (P G V) is not necessarily a Noetherian
ring.

In order to prove this, we use the following two lemmas, whose
proofs are found in our lecture note [3].

Lemma 5. 2. Let W be a subvariety of an affine variety V and let H
be a subgroup of G. Assume that G is connected, H operates on W and
that each H-orbit on W is the intersection of a G-orbit on V with W.
Then the ring Rf of H-invariant regular rational functions on W is the
homomorphic image of a ring RG consisting of G-invariant rational func-
tions on the closure W" of the union WG of G-orbits of points of W such
that they have no pole at any point of WG. (LEMMA OF SESHADRI).

Lemma 5. 3. Assume that K is of characteristic zero. If a representa-
tion p of the additive group Ga of K in GL(n, K) is given, then there is

a representation (π ) of SL(2, K) such that (i) μ(g) =g for any g G SL(2, K)
\u μ/

and (ii)
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Now we shall prove Theorem 5. 1, by showing an example. By
virtue of our counter example to the 14-th problem of Hubert (see [3])
and also by Theorem 4. 1, we see that there is an affine ring Rί over K
which is a unique factorization domain whose invertible elements are only
elements of Ky Ga operates on R1 and the ring RlGa of Gβ-invariants in
R1 has a maximal ideal m' such that (Rlca)m/ *s n°t Noetherian. Let p
be a representation of Ga in GL(n, K) with give the operation of Ga

£SL(2, K)}on Rl (cf. [3]). Now consider the group G= (^ g

given by Lemma 5. 3. Let α' be the ideal such that Rl = K[_x1, ••• , tfj/α'
and let W be the subvariety of the affine (n + 2)-space V defined by
a = a'R+(xn+l-l)R+xn+2R (R=K\_x^ ••• , xn+J). Then R, can be identi-
fied with R/a. Since xn+ί = l and xn+2 = 0 on W, (i) W is Ga admissible
and (ii) no element of G outside of Ga transforms any point of W to
any point of W. Therefore the condition in Lemma 5. 2 is satisfied by
our case with H=Ga. The same can be applied to the derived normal
variety W* of W" ', because W is a normal variety and a generic point
of W' is a generic transform of a generic point of W. So, we may assume
that W" is normal. Thus RlGa is the homomorphic image of the ring
RG of rational functions on W" which are regular on WG. Consider
now the maximal ideal m' of RlGa and let P' be a point of W such that
n\p>f\RlGa = m'. Let P be the point P' as a point on W". By our choice
of Rιy (RlGa)m' is the set of GΛ-invariant rational functions on W which
are regular at P' by virtue of Theorem 4. 1. Therefore the homomorphic
image of PG in the function field of W is contained in (R&^m' The
converse inclusion follows immediately from the above consequence of
Lemma 5. 2. Thus PG has a homomorphic image which is not Noetherian,
hence PG itself is not Noetherian.
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